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No True Men in the State:
Pseudo/Translation and “Feminine” Voice in the Late-Qing
國無人乎？：晚清的偽∕翻譯和“女性”話語

Michael Gibbs HILL
Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures, University of South Carolina
南卡萊羅納大學語言、文學及文化系

Introduction
Side by side with landmark works of literature, philosophy, and political thought, the early
20th-century Chinese print and news business provided its readers with a world of questionable

goods. Of course, forgeries, unauthorized reprints, and low-quality gleanings of elite knowledge
had been part of the book trade for centuries. It was the global turn in reading habits and intellectual
discourse, however, that marked an important shift in the late-Qing period. By the early 1900s,
the problem of a text’s origins was particularly prominent in the work of translators, where the
quality, veracity, and reliability of translations by even the most respectable producers were nearly
always subject to dispute. Pseudotranslations – “original” writings passed off as translations – as
well as translations presented as original writings, all helped to create an environment where the
provenance of texts was open to suspicion.1
In this article, I examine pseudotranslations and translations of questionable origin that
are associated with the figure of the “New Woman.” All of these texts are founded on a ruse
surrounding their provenance as a translation, whether involving the identity – especially the
gender – of the translators or the “source” of the translation. The first text, Ziyou jiehun 自由結
婚 (Free Marriage: A Novel in Politics, 1903), claimed to be the work of an American Jewish
writer named John C. Vancouver, translated into Chinese by a woman who called herself Ziyou
hua 自由花 (Liberty Flower). Ziyou jiehun was later established to be the work of one Zhang
Zhaotong 張肇桐 (1881?-1938), who wrote it while attending Waseda University.2 The second
set of texts involves three pieces by a much more well-known figure, Zhou Zuoren 周作人 (18851967), published under the pen-name Pingyun nüshi 萍雲女士 (Ms. Duckweed Cloud) in the
journal Nüzi shijie 女子世界 (Women’s World, 1904-1905).
These works certainly offer opportunities for further elaboration of arguments that use
pseudotranslations to critique commonsense notions of authorship and commensurability between
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Preliminary versions of this article were presented at the University of Manchester and at annual meetings of the
Association for Asian Studies and the American Comparative Literature Association. My thanks to Alexander
des Forges, Theo Hermans, Joan Judge, Hsiao-yen Peng, Christopher Rea, James St. André, Lawrence Wang-Chi
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In addition to the cases discussed in this article, other examples include Ri zhong lu 日中露 [Dews in the Sun]
(1903), a pseudotranslation published in Hubei xuesheng jie 湖北學生界; and Hong tian lei 轟天雷 [Thunders]
(1903), a pseudotranslation attributed to a Japanese writer, Fujitani Furuka 藤谷古香, but written by Sun Jingxian 孫景賢 (1800-1918). See Chen Dakang 陳大康, Zhongguo jindai xiaoshuo biannian 中國近代小說編年
[A Chronicle of Modern Chinese Fiction] (Shanghai 上海: Huadong shifan daxue chubanshe 華東師範大學出
版社, 2002), 95, 114.
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See Feng Ziyou 馮自由, Geming yi shi 革命逸史 [Anecdotal History of the Revolution] (Taibei 臺北: Shangwu yinshuguan 商務印書館, 1965), 3: 68.
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languages.3 My interest, however, lies in how these unruly activities found at the boundaries of

what we uniformly render in English as “translation” – fanyi 翻譯, yiyi 迻譯 / 移譯, yishu 譯
述, etc. – can open new ways to understand the many contested incarnations of the wenren 文
人 (literati) and intellectual in modern China. Although it had long been a part of the operations
of the multilingual Qing state,4 translation from Japanese and Western languages had emerged
after the Taiping Rebellion as a form of labor that could both supplement the zhengtu 正途
(regular path) of official training and even throw into question the basic goals of training for
public service.5 By the 1890s translation was widely considered a cai 才 (talent) in such short
supply that it required extensive state sponsorship to meet the goals of self-strengthening and
national reform.6 As the re/presentation of “foreign” knowledge became an ever more important
tool for addressing different publics, translation became an indispensable part of the congeries
of activities that defined the mental labor of the intellectual. The spurious labors of the Liberty
Flower and Duckweed Cloud, I argue, are tied directly to the problem of “talent” and the work
of the intellectual, the right of and need for women to intervene in political discourse, and the
3

Versions of such arguments include Lydia H. Liu 劉禾, “The Question of Meaning-Value in the Political Economy of the Sign,” ed., Lydia H. Liu, Tokens of Exchange: The Problem of Translation in Global Circulations
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2000), 127-164; Emily Apter, The Translation Zone: A New Comparative
Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006); Lawrence Venuti, Scandals of Translation: Toward an
Ethics of Difference (London: Routledge, 1998); and K.K. Ruthven, Faking Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001).

4

For a history of translation between Manchu, Mongolian, and Chinese in the Qing bureaucracy, see Pamela Kyle
Crossley and Evelyn S. Rawski, “A Profile of the Manchu Language in Ch’ing History,” Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies 53.1 (June 1993): 65-81 and 83-84; and Ma Zuyi 馬祖毅, rev., ed., Zhongguo fanyi jianshi 中國
翻譯簡史 [A Concise History of Translation in China] (Beijing 北京: Zhongguo duiwai fanyi chuban gongsi 中
國對外翻譯出版公司, 1998), 304-326.

5

Woren’s 倭仁 (1804-1871) debate with other factions of the Qing court is the most famous case of a threatened
member of officialdom responding to the growing value placed on translation in the training of young candidates
for officialdom. For a full account, see Xiong Yuezhi 熊月之, Xixue dongjian yu wan Qing shehui 西學東漸與
晚清社會 [The Spread of Western Knowledge to the East and the Late-Qing Society] (Shanghai 上海: Renmin
chubanshe 人民出版社, 1994), 324-333; and, more recently, Theodore Huters, Bringing the World Home: Appropriating the West in Late Qing and Early Republican China (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2005),
27-42.
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Two examples of the many hand-wringing discussions on translation from this period, both from 1898, are
Yan Fu 嚴復, “Lun yicai zhi nan” 論譯才之難 [On the Difficulties of Translation Talents], Yan Fu ji 嚴復集
(Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 1986), 90-92; and Kang Youwei 康有為, “Qing guang yi Riben shu
pai youxue zhe” 請廣譯日本書派遊學摺 [“A Memorial to the Throne for Translating Japanese Writings and
Assigning Scholars to Japan”], eds., Song Yuanfang 宋原放, et. al., Zhongguo chuban shiliao: jindai bufen 中
國出版史料：近代部分 [Historical Materials of Publishing in China: Modern Section] (Wuhan 武漢: Hubei
jiaoyu chubanshe 湖北教育出版社, 2004), 1: 53-55.
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cultivation of publics receptive to this new mode of participation in politics.
These translator personae address these issues through a troubled relationship with the
poetic tradition of the “articulated” feminine voice or “literati-feminine” voice,7 modes of

address that originated with such texts as “Lisao” 離騷 (“Encountering Sorrow”), attributed
to Qu Yuan 屈原, or the Han-dynasty series of “Gu shi shijiu shou” 古詩十九首 (“Nineteen
Old Poems”). In these texts, male writers took on a feminine voice to comment in highly coded
language on political events, especially court politics. (For example, a lament by the speaker that
her beloved has abandoned her would be understood to mean that the author behind the female
speaker had somehow lost favor with his ruler or patron.) At first glance, the writings of the
Liberty Flower and Duckweed Cloud may seem only tangentially related to this tradition, but
they nonetheless partake of a similar relationship between speaker and audience by offering an
“articulated” female persona to knowing readers who do not necessarily believe that the speaker
is “really” a woman – in other words, the speaker does not “pass” for female, but engages in
a distinctive form of not-passing. For this reason, they continue to operate in a hermeneutic
circuit from the lyric tradition that would have been available to readers with a basic education
in traditional texts – readers who, according to an assessment of fiction readership by the
prominent editor and critic Xu Nianci 徐念慈 (1874-1908), made up about ninety percent of
people who bought new-style fiction at the turn of the century.8 If, as Paul Rouzer’s study has
argued, female-voiced texts from the medieval period present us with an unsettling doubleness
and indeterminacy, then female-voiced texts from the early twentieth century, with the overlay of
rapid changes in the production, distribution, and consumption of the written word, offer equally
difficult webs of meaning that are worthy of scholars’ attention. The texts examined in this article
all make substantial statements about contemporary politics and cultural discourse. But they find
authorization for these statements by using spurious methods of appropriation handed down from
the lyric tradition while simultaneously working to envision the disappearance of the conditions
that made these appropriations possible.
In the remainder of this article, I detail the problem of this use of feminine voice in the
late-Qing, examine cases of pseudo/translation in the feminine voice, and offer provisional
conclusions for understanding this phenomenon and its larger significance in gender politics in
the early years of the twentieth century.

7

For the “articulated” feminine voice, see Paul Rouzer, Articulated Ladies: Gender and the Male Community in
Early Chinese Texts (Cambridge: Harvard East Asia Center, 2001); for the “literati-feminine” voice, see Maureen
Robertson, “Voicing the Feminine: Constructions of the Gendered Subject in Lyric Poetry by Women of Medieval and Late Imperial China,” Late Imperial China 13. 1 (1992): 68-69.

8

Xu Nianci 徐念慈, “Yu zhi xiaoshuo guan” 余之小說觀 [“My Views on Fiction”], eds., Chen Pingyuan 陳平
原 and Xia Xiaohong 夏曉虹, Ershi shiji Zhongguo xiaoshuo lilun ziliao, 1897-1916 二十世紀中國小說理論
資料, 1897-1916 [Theoretical Materials of Chinese Novels in the Twentieth Century, 1897-1916] (1908; reprint,
Beijing 北京: Beijing daxue chubanshe 北京大學出版社, 1997), 336.
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Subversive Articulations of the Feminine Voice
Looking back at his long career in the Shanghai publishing world, Bao Tianxiao 包天笑
(1876-1973) noted that when he worked for Funü shibao 婦女時報 (The Women’s Times) the
female and feminine-sounding bylines that appeared in its pages rarely matched up with the
journalists and publicists who wrote for the magazine.
Women at that time were not very well educated, and most could not write on
their own, so in The Women’s Times perhaps only two or three pieces out of
ten were really written by women. You could take one glance at many pieces
and see that someone was “carrying the knife.”9
Although Bao’s recollections have served as an important trove of first-hand information about
late-Qing and Republican-era Shanghai literary life, here he draws readers into a thicket of halftruths and contradictions. First, a raft of recent scholarship refutes Bao’s claim that few women
in the late-Qing or previous periods could write for themselves.10 Not only did a large number of
women possess these skills, they also took part in important turn-of-the-century political debates,
as Qian Nanxiu 錢南秀 has shown.11 Second, by zhuodao 捉刀 (carrying the knife), Bao referred
to something commonly translated as “ghost-writing” in English. But his use of this allusive term
seems less than apt: who was carrying the knife, or being “ghosted”? After all, the products of
ghost-writing, often the work of anonymous penny-a-liners, were likely to be attributed to an
“author” who was a historically real person. Although in some cases living women did have their
name used by other, male writers, as in the case of Zhang Zhujun 張竹君,12 most of the feminine
pen-names referred to wholly imagined figures. Finally, Bao suggests an even more bedeviling
problem: a large part of the audience was in the know. Although some readers may have been
taken in by these names, many others actively took part in the ruse of manufacturing both the
production and reception of women’s texts. The hermeneutic circuit of the articulated feminine
voice, then, was still in operation in these journals and other “women’s” publications.
9

Bao Tianxiao 包天笑, Chuanyinglou huiyilu 釧影樓回憶錄 [Memoirs of Bracelet Shadow Chamber] (Beijing
北京: Zhongguo da baikequanshu chubanshe 中國大百科全書出版社, 2008), 360.

10

See, for example, Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century
China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994); Susan Mann, Precious Records: Women in China’s Long
Eighteenth Century (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997); and Ellen Widmer, The Beauty and the Book:
Women and Fiction in Nineteenth-Century China (Cambridge: Harvard East Asia Center, 2006).

11

Qian Nanxiu 錢南秀, “Revitalizing the Xianyuan (Worthy Ladies) Tradition: Women in the 1898 Reforms,”
Modern China 29 (2003): 399-454.

12

For a discussion of Zhang Zhujun 張竹君 and the “borrowing” of her name by the authors of Female Heroes of
Eastern Europe (Dong’ou nühaojie 東歐女豪傑), see Hu Ying 胡纓, Tales of Translation: Composing the New
Woman in China, 1899-1918 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), 145-152.
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Although much energy has been spent tracking down the real authors of all varieties of
late-Qing texts, few scholars have addressed the uses of the articulated feminine voice between
speaker and reader. Before moving into the texts by the Liberty Flower and Duckweed Cloud,
it is useful to first examine the deployment of this articulated voice in a more well-known and
controversial text on women from the period, Jin Tianhe’s 金天翮 (1874-1947) erudite and
wildly uneven Nüjie zhong 女界鐘 (The Women’s Bell, 1903), published under the name Ai
ziyouzhe Jin Yi 愛自由者金一 (Freedom-loving Jin Yi). The longest early tract analyzing
gender relations in China, The Women’s Bell decried the status of women, enumerated rights to
be conferred on women (e.g. ownership of property, freedom of movement inside and outside
the home, etc.); discussed “women’s capabilities” in biological and ethical terms; and called for
reforms in women’s education and the establishment of free, companionate marriage (as opposed
to arranged marriage), which Jin called “a flower of liberty that has yet to bloom in China, both
for men and women.”13
Jin’s vision of reformed gender relations, however, is shot through with troubled fantasy and
desire. On the opening page of the tract, he wrote:
I dream of a young, white European man. On this day, at this hour, with a
cigar in his mouth, walking stick in hand, his slender wife and his children
by him, he walks proudly through the streets and avenues of London, Paris,
Washington. Such happiness and ease! I regret that I cannot go there myself,
but can only know it indirectly, by imitation (1).
To draw a contrast between contemporary China and this ideal state of affairs, Jin lamented that
neither men nor women in China could measure up to the feats of ancient heroes such as Hua
Mulan 花木蘭, the men described in Plutarch’s Lives, or contemporary greats such as Florence
Nightingale. Finally, he exclaimed: “Will our yellow race never gain fame and honor?! Alas!
There are no true men in the state! There are no true men in the state! (國無人 Guo wu ren)” (5).
These final words are culled from the closing lines of “Encountering Sorrow” attributed to Qu
Yuan 屈原:
Enough! There are no true men in the state: no one to understand me
Why should I cleave to the city of my birth?
Since none is worthy to work with in making good government,
I will go and join Peng Xian in the place where he abides.14
David Hawkes’ translation captured the gendered nature of Qu Yuan’s own statement: the simple
13

Jin Tianhe 金天翮, Nüjie zhong 女界鐘 [The Women’s Bell] (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古
籍出版社, 2003), 52. Subsequent citations in parentheses.

14
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David Hawkes, trans., Ch’u T’zu: Songs of the South (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1959), 34.

character ren 人, which refers to political agents on the same level as the speaker, necessarily is
limited to true men. Considering both Jin Tianhe’s long list of male and female heroic figures
and his frequent complaints that neither men nor women understood his call for revolution, what
Hawkes translated as “true men” takes on a new, ambiguously gendered meaning in The Women’s
Bell. As a reliable addressee, this ren – person, or even citizen – is the building block for a public
that “exists by virtue of being addressed”;15 but no such public exists yet. Therefore, to translate

Jin’s exclamation “guo wu ren” in a single phrase is impossible, given the overabundance of
potential meanings attached to this disputed category of the human, political subject, and member
of a public.
Jin’s iteration of Qu Yuan is but one of the many subversive references to canonical texts
found in his manifesto. Here he uses the famous lines in a double movement, writing within
the well-worn tropes of the Chinese lyric tradition while parodying these tropes at the same
time. Although Qu Yuan may have complained of how his “Fragrant One” mistreated him, Jin
Tianhe shows that this jewel-stairs grievance can hardly match the proportion of oppression
meted out to women under the patriarchal society that The Women’s Bell attacks with such
anger and bewilderment. Here Jin engages in a performative leveraging and subversion of literati
masculinity: he knowingly evokes the articulated feminine voice to position himself as the loyal
but ignored (or slandered or misunderstood) official, even as he writes a text that calls for ending
the social structures that make this voicing possible. Such performative redeployments of the
articulated feminine voice are not without problems. Foremost among these is the denial of
agency to contemporary women. Like so many other writings on women’s rights from this period,
Jin’s tract brushes aside any consideration of the potential for talented women from traditional
domestic arrangements (cainü 才女 [talented women] or guixiu 閨秀 [inner-chamber women])16
and sets the bar for the transforming women’s potential so high as to make his ideal new, modern
woman seem to reside in an impossibly distant future. This troubled gesture reappears in the
texts I consider in the remainder of this article, as each creates a space – both the written word
and its material manifestation – to summon up feminine voices that speak on their own terms,
thus both necessarily supplanting the position of the “literati feminine voice” and destabilizing
masculine gender identities in general. At the same time, however, by begging the question of
who represents what issues and to what ends, they highlight the unstable, often highly fraught
politics of “women’s” publications at the turn of the century. More than simple play or trying
on of identities, their performance of this well-worn role engaged in the troubling politics of
“appropriation” to experiment with new possibilities for relations between educated people and
the broader public or citizenry.

15

See Michael Warner, Publics and Counterpublics (New York: Zone Books, 2002), 67-74.

16

For a discussion of the widespread disavowal of cainü in late-Qing thought, see Hu Ying, Tales of Translation,
6-7.
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Free Marriage & the Work of Translation
The man behind the Liberty Flower and Free Marriage, Zhang Zhaotong, was an active
member of the reform-minded and revolutionary elites who circulated between foreign educational
institutions, new-style political and professional organizations, and transnational print businesses
in China, Japan, and Southeast Asia. As a student of politics at Waseda University, he joined Sun
Yat-sen’s 孫逸仙 Xing Zhong hui 興中會 (Revive China Society), helped found the revolutionary
Dongjing qingnian hui 東京青年會 (Tokyo Youth Society) in 1902, and the following year
took part in an anti-Manchu organization dubbed the Society for Junguomin jiaoyuhui 軍國
民教育會 (National Military Education). These groups included better-known figures such as
Su Manshu 蘇曼殊 (1884-1918), Feng Ziyou 馮自由 (1882-1958), and Dong Hongwei 董鴻禕
(1877?-1916).17 Zhang is said to have written for the journal Jiangsu 江蘇 (1903-1904), which also

served as the single most important forum for female students in Japan to publish their writings
on contemporary politics.18 Zhang went on to serve in various posts in the Beijing municipal
government and in the Nationalist government.19
More importantly, however, Zhang Zhaotong was also a productive early translator of
works on law and society from Japanese into Chinese. His translations included versions of Der
Kampf ums Recht (Quanli jingzheng lun 權利競爭論 [The Struggle for Law]) by Rudolf von
Jhering (1818-1982), Shiyong jiaoyuxue 實用教育學 (Practical Pedagogy, source unknown),
and Discourse on Associations between Men and Women (Japanese / Chinese title: 男女交際
論) by Fukuzawa Yukichi 福澤諭吉 (1835-1901), and textbooks on history and education, all
published by Wenming Shuju 文明書局 (Civilization Press).20
Scholarship that mentions Zhang Zhaotong21 has not linked his work as a translator and
the concoction he produced for Free Marriage. The translation of the Fukuzawa Yukichi text,

17

For a description of these events, see Feng Ziyou, Geming yi shi, 1: 151-153, 1: 162-165, and 3: 68; and Paula
Harrell, Sowing the Seeds of Change: Chinese Students, Japanese Teachers, 1895-1905 (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1992), 131-144.

18

See Joan Judge, “Talent, Virtue, and the Nation: Chinese Nationalisms and Female Subjectivities in the Early
Twentieth Century,” The American Historical Review 106.3 (Jun. 2001): 795-797.

19

For a brief biography, see Chen Yutang 陳玉堂, ed., Zhongguo jinxiandai renwu minghao dacidian 中國近現
代人物名號大辭典 [A Dictionary of the Appellations of Luminaries in Modern and Contemporary China], rev.
ed. (Hangzhou 杭州: Zhejiang guji chubanshe 浙江古籍出版社, 2005), 645.

20

Jiangsu carried a two-page advertisement for works Zhang published with Wenming. A portion of Quanli jingzheng lun also appeared in the first issue of the Tokyo-based journal Yishu huibian 譯書彙編 [Assembly of
Translated Works]. Although the journal did not name its translators, it is likely that this work was Zhang Zhaotong’s. See Jiangsu, (reprint, Taibei 臺北: Zhongguo Guomindang dangshi shiliao bianzuan weiyuanhui 中國
國民黨黨史史料委員會, 1968), 395-396.

21

For a recent example, see Jing Tsu, Failure, Nationalism, and Literature: The Making of Modern Chinese Identity, 1895-1937 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005), 74-78.
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however, provides an important clue to Zhang’s cultural and political stances. Originally published
in 1898, Fukuzawa’s Discourse appeared in a partial, unsigned translation in Liang Qichao’s
Yokohama-based Qingyi bao 清議報 (The China Discussion) in March 1900. This version of the
Discourse is believed to contain the first appearance of the term nüquan 女權 (women’s rights)
in Chinese, itself a transposition of the Japanese term joken.22 The Discourse argued that jiaoji 交

際 (relations or social intercourse), especially as manifested through “organizations, associations,
and societies,” formed an essential part of the fabric of modern society. In Japan, however, the
separation of men and women and the effective exclusion of women from participation in these
organizations impeded social progress and, ultimately, the realization of ziyou 自由 (freedom or
liberty) for both men and women. Fukuzawa laid much of the blame on an inability in Japanese
society (and, by implication, in East Asian societies in general) to distinguish between qing jiao
情交 (friendly relations) and rou jiao 肉交 (physical/sexual relations).23 Although The China
Discussion did not publish further installments, this fragment very clearly points to an argument
that women should be full participants not only in public discourse but in the organizations and
entities that help to shape society, politics, and culture. This type of argument was taken up and
reworked in subsequent years by Chinese students abroad who argued that it was through cai
才 (talent) and direct participation in politics, not home- and family-bound de 德 (virtue), that
women would contribute to China’s nation-building project.24
Having found no extant copy of the Wenming Shuju edition to compare to the fragment
in The China Discussion, I can only wager that that Zhang Zhaotong himself prepared this
translation, and then sold the full version to Wenming, which began advertising the book in 1903.
In any case, his engagement with this text would put him at the most radical end of the spectrum
in turn-of-the-century debates on relations between men and women. In fact, as I will show,
we can read Free Marriage as an experiment in the yi yin zhengzhi xiaoshuo 譯印政治小說
(translation and printing of political fiction) that attempts to work through some of the problems
posed by this translation of Fukuzawa’s Discourse.
Paratexts
With no “corresponding source text” in another language, Free Marriage was a classic
pseudotranslation.25 The book built up an elaborate frame to establish it as a reliable translation.
22

For a genealogy of this term, see Mizuyo Sudo 須藤瑞代, “Concepts of Women’s Rights in Modern China,”

23

Fukuzawa Yukichi 福澤諭吉, “Nannü jiaoji lun” 男女交際論 [“Discourse on Associations between Men and

Gender and History 18 (2006): 475, 488.
Women”], Qingyi bao 36 (11 March 1900) (reprint, Taibei 臺北: Chengwen chubanshe 成文出版社, 1967), 2,
504-514.
24

See Judge, “Talent, Virtue, Nation.”

25

For a definition and discussion of pseudotranslation, see Gideon Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies and
Beyond (Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 1995), 40-41.
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In this respect, Free Marriage’s framing devices resembled other late-Qing novels that presented
themselves as “found texts” such as Li Boyuan’s 李伯元 Guanchang xianxing ji 官場現形記
(Exposure of Officialdom).26 Its material and visual design, however, took this tradition one step

further for the reader. Free Marriage was cleverly designed to appear as if it has no back cover:
the cover with the spine on the right-hand side is in Chinese, while the cover with the spine on
the left is in English. At the end of the first volume, we also find a letter from the purported
author, Mr. John C. Vancouver, written in passable English; the address of the translator, also
in English; and a notice from the publisher in Chinese that explains the origins of the text and
plugs its sequel. (I have seen no evidence that Zhang Zhaotong had any facility with English. It is
possible that he had one or more collaborators work with him to write the English copy.) At a time
when lithographic reproduction was still very common among Shanghai printers,27 the book’s
ambitious use of high-quality, bilingual letterpress type and design conjured a set of imagined
material links of authorship, production, and reading between Ziyou jiehun and Free Marriage.
Beyond this initial framing, Free Marriage gives readers an unusually long preface that
discusses the origin of the text and the difficulty of translation. According to Liberty Flower, she
met Mr. Vancouver in Europe. Upon hearing his stories about being a Wangguo yimin 亡國遺
民 (loyal subject of a lost nation), she gave him the Chinese name Wanguhen xiansheng 萬古恨
先生 (Mr. Regret-of-the-Ages). Liberty Flower then offers the usual hand-wringing about the
problems of translation, echoing the (often false) humility found in prefaces Yan Fu 嚴復 and Lin
Shu 林紓 wrote to their translations. Unlike Yan and Lin, however, since Liberty Flower knows
the author personally, she must remain “faithful” to the source text even if it reflects poorly on
her own person.
After completing the translation, I reread [the book] several times and at
times felt embarrassed and ill at ease. I wanted to pick up my brush and make
changes at certain points, but because of the gentleman’s [Mr. Vancouver’s]
strong will, I dared not stray [from what he had written]. Will men of broad
knowledge and wisdom not be shocked by its strangeness?28
Liberty Flower, then, engages with the classic dilemma of the translator split between their
26
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concern for the audience and a devotion both to the text and, in this case, its author. Yet evoking
the difficulties of mediating between the “source” and its new readership also highlights the
cultural power ascribed to the translator in this moment, a point on which the novel elaborates
through its heroes’ adventures.
A “Novel in Politics”
The first chapter provides an introduction to the novel and details its origins. In a dizzying
series of events, Mr. Vancouver travels to Liberty Island in the Pacific, where he delivers a speech
to a large crowd on the importance of freedom in human life and its relation to his experience as
a member of the “stateless” Jewish people. He presents to them his novel, Freedom of Marriage,
with the admonition that this one freedom should not crowd out other liberties that make a
modern nation possible. “Why do many men and women ignore other freedoms while demanding
freedom of marriage as if their lives depended on it? […] I hope that you free men and women
will love all freedoms as much as you love freedom of marriage; then we will not worry that our
land has no liberty” (1: 6-7). Vancouver’s composition of the novel mirrors the ideal relations
between authors and reading publics laid out by Liang Qichao’s writings on the power of fiction
to reform society, to such an extent that novel begins to resemble another tool to enlighten the
masses, the xuanjiang 宣講 (public lecture).
After the conclusion of Vancouver’s speech, the book turns to the main text of the translation.
The narrative is centered on Huang Huo 黃禍 (Yellow Peril) and Guanguan 關關, who are
destined to “make a lost nation into one that determines its own fate” (1: 14). Mirroring the
larger, metafictional question of translation raised by the novel’s material packaging, the novel
foregrounds the problem of mediation between languages as politically charged labor. In their
first conversation, Guanguan tells Huang Huo of a cousin who used his minimal knowledge of
English to pass an examination – one that looks suspiciously like the imperial civil examinations –
to land a spot as a highly-paid comprador for the Yingjieli jielige yanghang 英吉利咭咧咯洋行
(English Jiliege Company) (1: 15-16).29 According to Guanguan, before his examination successes,

“he couldn’t read a word, and I felt sorry for him for being so stupid. So, in my free time, I
would teach him from elementary school textbooks. […] For every new word in the guowen 國文
(national language), I would teach him a word in English.” This cousin learned very little “except
for a few phrases in English” (1: 16), but that was enough to land him his job as a comprador.
Seeing now that her home is plastered with signs and messages congratulating her cousin on
his success, Guanguan confides in Huang Huo about how she would like to put down goucai
狗才 (this dog) she once taught. From the moment she enters the narrative, then, Guanguan’s
negotiation of this new “talent” shows translation to be a skill that can be counterproductive or
dangerous when its transmission is not closely supervised. The scene of her family compound,
which is plastered with decorations celebrating her cousin’s achievement, serves as a negative
29
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example of translation’s power to enlighten the people: rather than serve the larger project of
nation-building, this thoroughly compromised (but richly rewarded) symbolic labor becomes a
servant of imperial capital.
Once Guanguan invites Huang Huo into her home, however, he finds an entirely different
scene, and learns that Guanguan is preparing herself to be a fully informed participant in a
thoroughgoing social transformation.
Huang Huo went inside and looked around. […] His eyes fell upon maps of the
earth and heavens, and photos and paintings of female heroes past and present.
The table was covered with all types of general-education textbooks, along
with titles such as Introduction to Politics, Lectures on the Social Contract, and
A Popular History of the French Revolution. They had been read thoroughly,
their pages filled with notations. Shocked, Huang Huo slapped the table and
exclaimed, “Sister, it’s no wonder your ideas on politics are so well-formed;
you’ve been working hard at it!” (1: 20)
In her study, which maintains some of the spatial boundaries of the “inner chamber” but replaces
its contents with cultural products of New Learning that sound very much like some of the works
advertised in the pages of student periodicals like Jiangsu.30 Guanguan’s commitment to New

Learning, however, came from an unlikely source: her now-elderly wet-nurse. According to
Guanguan, the wet-nurse led her to see beyond her comfortable upbringing to “be concerned
with insults to our nation, and not be so harmed by [my family’s] wealth that I become a weak
woman with no talent” (1: 23). Indeed, the wet-nurse began Guanguan’s new political education
with the help of essays and news accounts from vernacular-language newspapers. Now brought
to see the world in a new light through this much-promoted tool of “lower-class enlightenment,”31
Guanguan gave up sumptuous clothes, fancy foods, and other trappings of wealth to devote
herself to study. The development of Guanguan’s political consciousness points to an uncertainty
about class, both in realizing and in creating challenges to this transformation of female citizenry.
Rather than completely disavow the figures of “talented woman” or “women from good families,”
the narrative converts them from below. Fantasy though it may be, in highlighting the importance
of the wet-nurse character and making her a part of much of the story’s narrative, Free Marriage
offers a vision of the New Woman that at least to some extent is rooted in consciousness of
class divisions between women. In this respect, the novel stands out from many other late-Qing
30
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writings on women that tend to reduce “female” / nü to an undifferentiated category.32

After the introduction of Guanguan and Huang Huo, much of the narrative proceeds as
classic qianze xiaoshuo 譴責小說 (exposure fiction). Although set in a country called Aiguo 愛
國 (Loveland or Patriotic Land) there are no distinguishing characteristics to show that the scene
is any other than that of contemporary China, a wangguo 亡國 (lost nation) “enslaved” by a yizu
異族 (alien race). The exposure narrative itself is directed at educational institutions and the elder
generation of functionaries who, although they have authority over their students, cower in fear of
the “alien race” that rules over them.
As they witness these scenes of corruption and ignorance, the couple’s growing love for one
another and their shared political passions quickly call for a resolution of the problem of “friendly
relations” and “sexual relations”: for the sake of their political goals, Huang Huo and Guanguan
agree not to marry immediately. When the question of their romance arrives at this temporary
resolution, however, a strange “object with black markings” like “a giant monster” falls from
the sky, nearly striking Guanguan in the head. Once they catch their breath, the heroes realize
that “the monster was in fact a huge kite […] shaped like a beautiful foreign woman” (1: 57-8).
They pick it up and carry it with them in hope of finding its owners, who turn out to be young
foreigners. Rather than thank the young couple for their troubles, the foreigners accuse them of
stealing the papery beauty and harangue them about the sad state of Aiguo and the inferiority of
its people. Drawing comic parallels with late-Qing foreign affairs, perceived insults on both sides
of the kite incident spiral out of control, touching off an international dispute that forces Huang
Huo, Guanguan, and her wet-nurse to flee.
As they board ship to escape a police investigation, Guanguan’s bilingualism leads to the
next major turn in the plot. Placing news accounts from a local newspaper and a foreign-language
newspaper side-by-side, Guanguan sees that, despite their divergent rhetorical strategies, both
newspapers portray her and Huang Huo as the villains in the “Kite Incident” and report that some
of their acquaintances had been arrested for their crimes. Distraught, Guanguan cries out, “The
shame of the nation and the evils visited on my friends – when shall I avenge them?!” and leaps
off the boat into the river to be “swept away by the merciless waves” (1: 106-07).
At the opening of the second volume, the bereaved Huang Huo decides to change his name and
return to school to hide from the charges brought against him after the Kite Incident. Now calling
himself Huang Zhuanfu 黃轉富, he enrolls at the Nuli xuetang 奴隸學堂 (Slave Academy), a
place whose myriad corruptions reinforce the novel’s combination of intergenerational conflict
and heated anti-Manchu sentiments. Classes in deyu 德育 (moral education), for example, are
dominated by lessons on proper drug use from the Textbook on Preparing Opium Pipes and
instruction on submitting to the “alien race” from the Textbook on Salutation (2: 12-23). As
with any caizi jiaren 才子佳人 (brilliants and beauties) plotline, however, the heroine cannot
32
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disappear for too long, and Guanguan and Huang Huo are reunited in the thirteenth chapter. By
this time, Guanguan has begun to put her radical learning into practice through an association
with a secret clique of revolutionary female militants led by Yifei gongzhu 一飛公主 (Princess
Immediata). When Guanguan brings Huang Huo back to their mountain lair, he is immediately
taken on a tour of the hideout, which, despite its faint resemblance to Liang Shan 梁山 (Mount
Liang) in Shuihu zhuan 水滸傳 (The Water Margin), boasts modern military discipline and
equipment. When Princess Immediata invited Huang Huo to observe the soldiers drill, “[…] He
saw a large exercise field […] there were over a thousand women soldiers dressed in identical
uniforms. Their mood was stern as they marched in unison with fine new equipment. Huang Huo
was dumbstruck.” Here the commentary to the text reads, “They are so well-equipped, but we
have no idea about the source of their money – I want to know more about their finances!” (2:
44-45)
Guanguan and Huang Huo eventually leave the Princess and her armies to work toward
spreading the revolution. In a mythic-heroic way, their actions follow the efforts of the Zhang
Zhaotong’s associates in the Society for National Military Education, who, the summer after Free
Marriage was published, dispatched some their members back to China and Southeast Asia to
promote anti-Manchu revolutionary activities.33 It is not long, however, before Huang Huo, still

wanted by the government, is found out and seized by authorities. Despite efforts by Guanguan
and others to break Huang Huo out from prison, the second volume of the novel closes with a
parallel to the previous volume: now it is Huang Huo who is swept away by events, locked away
for transport to the capital where, if not rescued, he faces certain death on the execution grounds.
Free Marriage promised to continue through a third volume in another ten chapters, but
no sequel appeared. The novel’s abrupt ending, then, leaves unanswered the question of whether
Guanguan, the New Woman who is now a fully equal partner in anti-“alien” revolution, can
rescue the vulnerable young male intellectual. Despite its sweeping promise to show how the
union of male and female will save the “lost nation,” the incomplete narrative only highlights
the question of how the emergence of heroines like Guanguan and her associates in the “Secret
Clique” might spur on political transformation.
As with many late-Qing novels, extravagant fantasy and (by 21st-century standards) flat

characterization yield significant problems. Despite the idealization of Guanguan as the New
Woman fully able to participate in political life as both a cultural mediator (through translation)
and revolutionary militant, she still ends up as an unmoored, floating image – as paper-thin as the
kite shaped like the “foreign woman.” Of greater interest, however, are the internal tensions found
in a work so insistently directed at gender politics. Most important among these is the very clear
mismatch between the fantasy of Guanguan as revolutionary New Woman and the dominance
of Huang Huo’s masculine gaze in the “translation’s” narrative voice. In several places in the
narrative, as in Huang Huo’s visit to Guanguan’s study or his review of Princess Immediata’s
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army, his amazement is coupled with a tinge of lurid pleasure. This “scopophilic instinct”34 both

hearkens back to the long tradition of the articulated feminine voice and points to a fundamental
condition of the “exposure” narrative in general.
Nonetheless, the novel made an important attempt to understand the impact of xixue 西學
(Western Learning) for gender relations and its linkages to movements to liberate women in China
and the rest of East Asia. Through Liberty Flower’s “translation,” meticulously made material
by someone who for his time would have been at the forefront of the shaping of translation as
a professional activity, we see the literati-feminine voice used not only to express a set of male
literati anxieties, desires, and fantasies, but also to challenge the male-centered monopoly on this
particular form of labor – after all, by this point translation was almost completely dominated by
men who were involved in the Yangwu Yundong 洋務運動 (The Foreign Affairs Movement), had
the good fortune to travel on a government stipend to Japan, or worked for or with missionaries.35
The challenge to this monopoly moved in two directions that make the book both utopian
and radical in its imagination of gender relations, but only to the extent that it also asserts a
stricter set of limits for the labor of translation in terms of class and educational background. On
the one hand, the work makes the utopian gesture of imagining a complete work of translation by
a woman who, even compared among elite students in Japan, is more ideally situated to monitor,
select, and transmit the essence of the political novel and the power that it holds to reform the
people. Through the Liberty Flower, Zhang Zhaotong imagined the disappearance of his own
exclusive position among men who had access to the cultural and economic capital generated by
the labor of translation. On the other hand, however, the figure of Liberty Flower, especially in
her far-flung travels, her contacts with “authors,” etc., reinforces what for the turn of the century
was an extremely high standard for the qualifications of the translator and authority on foreign
knowledge. Only the intellectual who is thoroughly trained in foreign languages, can show a
broad knowledge of Western Learning, and has the deep resources needed to travel the world
can hold the high social status of the translator that is implicit in a “Novel in Politics” like Free
Marriage. (To the dismay of many, the necessity of this standard was belied by the success of Lin
Shu, Xue Shaohui 薜紹徽, and, as we shall see, Zhou Zuoren, who all took part in “nonstandard”
modes of translation.) In fact, this standard set forth through the persona of the Liberty Flower
makes an implicit disavowal of women like Xue Shaohui, who, despite her widely admired writing
style, did not have direct access to foreign-language texts.36 This same standard would probably
34
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also exclude Chen Hongbi 陳鴻璧, a translator who published in the early 1900s in the Xiaoshuo
lin 小說林 (Grove of Fiction) and who, in Guo Yanli’s 郭延禮 assessment, was probably a
product of missionary schools.37 Indeed, it would be some time before female intellectuals such

as Bing Xin 冰心 (1900-1999) and Ling Shuhua 凌淑華 (1904-1990) could even approach the
ideal embodied by the Liberty Flower. The unresolved tension between these two movements in
the book that reflect both revolutionary politics and professional self-interest defines many of the
political and cultural debates throughout the late-Qing. In this fantasy of inclusion and exclusion,
then, we see how Free Marriage prefigures the importance of translation through much of the
twentieth century as a means for intellectuals to intervene in cultural debates, claim legitimacy,
and exercise power in a number of arenas, including the university, the publishing business, and
in the growing professions.
Duckweed Cloud & the Mind of the Modern Citizen
As Zhang Zhaotong and his associates arranged their Free Marriage, Zhou Shuren 周樹人
(1881-1936), later known as Lu Xun 魯迅, was at a preparatory school in Sendai 仙台, where he
kept up frequent correspondence with his younger brother, Zhou Zuoren, often sending Chineselanguage books and journals published in Japan with his letters.38 The Zhou brothers avidly
read translations from Japanese and Western languages, and published their own translation
experiments, including the well-known 1909 collection Yuwai xiaoshuo ji 域外小說集 (Short
Stories from Abroad). In 1904-1905, Zhou Zuoren published a number of translations, essays,
and poems in Women’s World under the pen names Wu Pingyun 吳萍雲 (Duckweed Cloud of
Wu), Pingyun nüshi 萍雲女士 (Miss Duckweed Cloud), and Biluo nüshi 碧羅女士 (Miss Azure
Organza). Like Free Marriage, many of the articles and translations for Women’s World were
produced by men writing with feminine-sounding pen-names or names that directly attributed
them to a “Miss” or “Ms.” (nüshi 女士 or 女史).
These publications marked the beginning of Zhou’s career as a writer and translator. Zhou’s
work from this very early period in his career deserves a separate study, but in this section I will
limit my discussion to three pieces: a translation of the “Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves” story from
the Arabian Nights; “The Huntress,” a semi-translation of an essay from a previously unknown
source; and Zhou’s commentary to “A Method for Creating Humans,” an early translation by Lu
Xun. I concentrate on one significant thread that runs through Duckweed Cloud’s contributions to
Women’s World, whether in her “translations,” rewritings, or commentaries: a keen interest in the
development and refinement of jingshen 精神 (spirit) and pinxing 品性 (character) as a problem
the Biographies of Foreign Women,” Nan Nü 6.1 (2004): 60-101.
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in the creation of the gendered political subject within the modernizing nation-state.
One story, “Xia nü nu” 俠女奴 (“The Heroic Slave Woman”), was particularly successful
with publishers; it was first serialized in Women’s World in 1904 and then brought out as a book
by Grove of Fiction in 1905.39 In a prefatory note to “The Heroic Slave Woman” – which Grove
of Fiction also used in its advertisements – Duckweed Cloud spelled out “her” intentions clearly
to readers:
Morgiana was a slave woman from Persia. She had a keen eye and a quick
wit. Her master was killed in a robber’s cave, but when the thieves traced [her
master’s] trail back to his home, she defeated all of their designs. Her courage
is very much like China’s own female knight-errant, Hongxian 紅線. Adrift in

the sea of slavery, this amazing story appeared before me, and I felt compelled
to translate it from the European language (Ou wen 歐文) as an example for
all of the world’s natural slaves. 40
As readers of other versions of “Ali Baba” know, the story is largely one of deception,
greed, and ill-gotten gains. The plot can be summarized as follows: Ali Baba discovers a thieves’
hideout filled with stolen treasure. His brother, Kassim, insists on going to the cave for himself,
but once inside, forgets the magic password, “Open Sesame.” The thieves return and kill Kassim
when they find him in the cave. They then trace Kassim back to Ali Baba, whom they vow to kill.
Ali Baba is saved from the thieves machinations by Morgiana, a slave-girl in his household. My
concern lies less with correspondence between source text and translation than with the cultural
significance of the text of the translation itself, particularly its way of describing characters. A
close reading shows that the outcome of Duckweed Cloud’s “The Heroic Slave Woman” hinges
on the degree to which the main characters possess and deploy their “alertness,” “quick thinking,”
39
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“courageous character,” and “spirit of adventure.” Ali Baba’s brother, Kasim, for example, suffers
from the greatest impoverishment of these characteristics. Kasim blackmails his brother into
telling him the secret words needed to open the cave door – “Open, Sesame!” – but when he
enters the cave and the door closes behind him, Kasim goes into a blind panic.
When placed in this dangerous spot, he became so frightened that his memory
gave out, and no matter how he racked his brains, he could not think of the
word “Sesame” – it was as if he’d never heard it. He was just a greedy thug,
with no inclination toward adventure (maoxian zhi xingzhi 冒險之性質) and
with no quick wit to handle changing situations (yingbian zhi jizhi 應變之急
智). He was driven on by the idea [of easy money], and gave no thought of his
own life in its pursuit (730).
For his lack of wit, Kasim is killed by the thieves, his corpse mutilated and spread about the cave.
The thieves, however, are only a touch less dim than Kasim. As they plot their revenge on Ali
Baba’s family, the leader of the thieves makes this conclusion about his gang.
He then thought to himself that, although his comrades may be filled with the
spirit of adventure (maoxian zhi jingshen 冒險之精神), their plans always
failed because courage alone was not enough to succeed, just as a strong man
still needs guidance from his leader (995-996).
When Ali Baba discovers the pieces of the body, he returns home and summons Morgiana
to help him prepare the body to appear that his brother died of natural causes and to prepare a
quiet funeral that will not attract attention. The moment she enters the story, Duckweed Cloud’s
translation reminds readers of the special nature of her character.
When he knocked at the door, it was answered by a slave-woman named
Morgiana. She was clever and quick-witted (jijing you zhi 機警有智), full of
initiative (jinqu 進取), and could undertake the most difficult and dangerous
tasks (maoxian shiye 冒險事業). Thus her moral character (pinxing 品性)
far exceeded the average person, and Ali trusted her with many important
duties (809-810).
Morgiana then carries out her many feats of sharp observation and cunning to repulse the thieves’
attempts to break into Ali Baba’s home. Here the story does not divert from the classic narrative:
when the thieves try to hide themselves in jars of oil, Morgiana burns them as they are trapped in
the vessels; and when the leader of the thieves makes one last visit in disguise to Ali Baba’s home,
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she performs a seductive dance, which she concludes by stabbing the would-be assailant to death
just before he draws his own sword.
In the final paragraph, however, “The Heroic Slave-Woman” offers a new variation to the
story. Most versions of the “Forty Thieves” narrative conclude with Ali Baba freeing Morgiana
and so she can marry his own son. In the English edition Zhou worked from, Ali Baba goes to
far as to offer his son to Morgiana as a reward for saving the family.41 In Duckweed Cloud’s

version, however, Morgiana will not allow the marriage to move forward, and she leaves Ali
Baba’s home altogether. The story concludes with the simple statement, “Of what became of
Morgiana thereafter, we do not know” (1090). Just like the knight-errant Hongxian, Morgiana
disappears from sight, perhaps to apply her talents in another battle against avarice and evil.42
The deferral or rejection of socially-sanctioned sexuality not only provides us with a clear
parallel with the ending of the Hongxian story, but also focuses us on the source of Morgiana’s
deeds. Where Free Marriage devoted itself to the figure of the emergent intellectual – male
and female – “The Heroic Slave Woman” focused on a character who, at least in the eyes of the
translator, possesses qualities that can be applied to an entire class of citizens placed into a state
of abjection: “slaves.” In late-Qing discourse on gender and nationhood, the trope of slavery
frequently pointed to another figure: the modern citizen.43 The qualities that liberate Morgiana
from slavery constitute a set of isolable, transferable mental qualities and modes of thought, a
pinxing 品性 (moral character), xingzhi 性質 (essence), and jingshen 精神 (spirit) located within
the individual that can respond to change and challenge (yingbian 應變). Although the story
contains little self-consciously “interior” language about Morgiana’s thoughts,44 the narrator’s
constant gestures in the direction of their mental lives make it clear that these atomized, interior
qualities serve as the foundation for the creation of a national citizenry that are still what
Duckweed Cloud called “natural slaves.” As a model character, then, Morgiana fits well within
the mold of the hortatory fiction so enthusiastically advocated by Liang Qichao 梁啟超, Kang
Youwei 康有為, and Yan Fu 嚴復 at the turn of the century, not only because of her exemplary
deeds, but also because within her personal “moral character” she possesses the very mode of
mutable individual consciousness that critics like Liang believed could be influenced through
fictional writing. As told through the voice of Duckweed Cloud, Zhou Zuoren’s “new woman”
discovers in an ancient foreign woman the essence of the new citizen and, in Liang Qichao’s
parlance, xinmin 新民 (the new, reformed people).
Zhou Zuoren continued in this vein in later works published in Women’s World such as “Nü
lieren” 女獵人 (“The Huntress”), a story that Duckweed Cloud “imagined” (jiazao 假造) based
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on an account of hunting lions in South Africa by an English woman called “Xingde furen” 星
德婦人 (“Mrs. Xingde”). Previous biographical and bibliographical works on Zhou Zuoren were
unable to identify Zhou’s source, but I have discovered that the story is based on “Lion Hunting
by a Lady,” an essay by one Mrs. Hinde published in 1900 by Pearson’s Magazine.45 Perhaps

because of this lack of information, biographers such as Qian Liqun 錢理群 have called “The
Huntress” Zhou’s “first work of fiction.”46 In fact, it is virtually impossible to classify, because
Zhou’s “The Huntress” completely blurs any lines between translation, summary, imitation, and
rewriting: according to Duckweed Cloud, the text does contain “translations inserted into the text,
but mostly is written after [her] own ideas” (1231). Duckweed Cloud admits that s/he has never
really seen a lion, but thought that the story would serve as an antidote to the “refined and weakly”
tendencies of “[her] sisters” (1232). The story follows “The Heroic Slave Woman” in promoting
a spirit of adventure and a mental state that enables the characters – and the implied reader – to
function in the modern world. In one passage near the conclusion, which quotes the original
“author,” Ms. Xingde: “The first lesson [of their adventure] is that one must emphasize health of
the spirit (jingshen zhi jianquan 精神之健全), and the second is that one must be physically
healthy” (1241). In a commentary appended to the story, Duckweed Cloud lamented that “Our
nation has no people like [the huntress]. They are trained to be weak and pathetic. […] Alas! This
huntress of mine can only be seen on the page in front of me!” (1242).
With this final statement, Zhou Zuoren comes close to admitting the fictive nature of
“Duckweed Cloud” as a part of his own and many of his readers’ literary (and literati) fantasy.
This moment where Zhou nearly steps out of character should point us back to the intertwined
relations between gender, print, and pseudo/translation. Just as his “huntress” takes shape on
the page before Duckweed Cloud, Zhou Zuoren’s “Duckweed Cloud” also takes shape on the
page before the readers of Women’s World, doubling the process of “ghosting” or “carrying the
knife,” all rendered visible in the play of names, translation, and the rhetoric of reform through
popular fiction. In Zhou Zuoren’s performance of Miss Duckweed Cloud, the identification and
promotion of an idealized mode of consciousness – this particular “spirit” and “moral character”
– becomes a central task in the labor of translation, which in turn envisions new possibilities for
the relationship between the individual and the state.
Beyond this work as a “translator,” Duckweed Cloud also served as part of a virtual
audience of readers for Women’s World. In one 1905 issue, Duckweed Cloud offered up a lengthy
commentary on a piece of science fiction that has recently gained much attention after it was
discovered that its translator, Suozi 索子, was Lu Xun: “Zaoren shu” 造人術 (“Technique
for Creating Humans”), a reworking of a truncated Japanese translation of Louise J. Strong’s
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“An Unscientific Story,” which had appeared in a 1903 issue of The Cosmopolitan.47 Lu Xun’s
Chinese-language version described how one Dr. Levison, a renowned Boston practitioner of
lihuaxue 理化學 (biology and chemistry), achieves his lifelong dream of creating human life
in the laboratory in the form of a renya 人芽 (human seedling). The story closes with Levison
declaring victory.
If the world did indeed have an original creator, am I not the second? Life!
Life! I can create it. The world! I can create it. All above and below heaven – if
am I not master of creation (zaohua 造化), then who is? I am a man among
men among men, a king of king of kings; I was born a human, but became a
creator of the world (zaowuzhu 造物主). What joy! (1550)
As Wang Hui 汪暉 has noted in his study of “communities of scientific language” in the Republican
era, the rhetoric and practice of science in the late-Qing derived its authority from its appeals to
moral, ethical, and political concerns inseparable from other fields of knowledge. Far from the
division of labor and barriers of specialist language decried by C. P. Snow in the “two cultures”
of sciences and humanities, the ever-changing field of late-Qing science was linked directly to
the goals of political and social reform and, ultimately, to the larger agenda of wenming 文明
(civilization).48 Indeed, the study of various li 理 (principles) in the fields of science, including
Dr. Levison’s lihuaxue 理化學 (chemistry), which could also be literally rendered at the “study
of principles of change,” could bear direct relation to earlier fields of lixue 理學 (philosophical
inquiry) traceable to Song-dynasty philosophy.49 Duckweed Cloud’s commentary to the story,
much longer than the few sentences by the journal’s main editor, Ding Chuwo 丁初我, addresses
these issues directly. Quoting the words from Levison’s own monologue, Duckweed Cloud derided
the scientist’s discovery, arguing that his creation had little to offer the readers of Women’s World
or the Chinese nation.
These are words spoken in despair, and events that could not but come to pass.
Alas! To form a lump of earth into a human being, to create the world – what is
worthy of esteem in these benevolent acts? With the development of astronomy
in our times, the title of new creators of the world cannot but be bestowed
on women. “I was born a human, but became a creator of the world. What
joy!” Now our nation’s two hundred million women are two hundred million
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new creators of the world. When the seeds of civilization (wenming zhongzi 文
明種子) sprout among them, then the human talent and potential (rencai 人
才) of our nation will be born. In the past, there was only one creator of the
world, and heaven and earth were clearly separated. Soon there will be two
hundred million creators of the world in our nation, and the abundance of
their fruits will be immeasurable. Since this day will soon come, what can be
worth following in this simple Method for Creating Humans? (1551)
Duckweed Cloud speaks in no uncertain terms of the threatening nature of both this particular
scientific advancement and the way of imagining science set forth in the story. Invoking the
creation myth of Nüwa 女媧, who formed the first humans out of yellow earth, Duckweed Cloud
argues that Levison sees himself as surpassing the original (female) creator. Duckweed Cloud
recuperates Nüwa’s mythical creative power by summoning another figure, the “two hundred
million women” whose vast numbers and ostensibly untapped potential were regularly evoked
in contemporary writings on women’s rights, to assert the primacy of women’s reproductive
function against masculine encroachments into the act of “creation.” These reproductive powers,
however, can only be put in motion by the “seeds of [modern] civilization.” On the one hand,
Duckweed Cloud uses the female voice to evoke the female body in order to draw limits on
scientific or scientistic overreach in understanding power of “creation,” “nature,” rencai 人才
(human talent and potential), and human life. On the other hand, however, the commentary must
appeal to the biological fixity of sex roles and reproduction to resist the reckless faith Dr. Levison
holds in technological progress.
The play on gender identities is dizzying – a male, posing as a female, summons the image
of a mythical female to criticize a male character whom s/he rebukes for encroaching on the
sacred act of female creation and reproduction – but there is clear consistency with other works
published under Duckweed Cloud’s name: just as “The Heroic Slave Woman” highlighted the
importance of Morgiana’s “quick wit,” “spirit of adventure,” and other mental qualities, here
Duckweed Cloud’s text also emphasizes a mental, even spiritual alternative to the science of the
test-tube “human seedling”: the power of the “seeds of civilization” that remain completely in
the realm of the mind, as opposed to the science of eugenics that, according to Duckweed Cloud,
inspired the translation of the story. Finally, Duckweed Cloud also points to the future, when all
will understand the importance of these limits.
Women’s World folded in 1905, and the pen-name Duckweed Cloud disappeared with it. In
his memoirs, Zhou Zuoren noted that he used the pen-name Duckweed Cloud “probably just for
its sense of floating impermanence.” “Young men,” he wrote, “often went through a time when
they liked to pretend to be women and submit essays to magazines.” They did so, he argued, “not
because they thought the editor would give higher status to women over men (zhongnü qingnan
重女輕男), but probably because [these female pen-names] were a form of first love, a kind of
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‘desire for the young and beautiful’ (mu shao ai 慕少艾).”50 It is hard to imagine a great number

of young men going through a phase of female impersonation (even if only in print). Nonetheless,
Zhou’s offhand comment places himself, Zhang Zhaotong, and others in Mencius’ 孟子 trajectory
of the development of the elite “person / man” (ren 人), linking age, desire, and entry into public
life. “When a person is young he yearns for his parents; when he begins to take an interest in
women, he yearns for the young and beautiful; when he has a wife, he yearns for his wife; when
he enters public life he yearns for his prince and becomes restless if he is without one.”51 For
the young Zhou Zuoren, the voice of Duckweed Cloud and Azure Organza, much like Zhang
Zhaotong’s Liberty Flower, provided a route of entry into the literary and cultural debates of the
time. The “desire for beauty” found in these early writings, particularly the critique of scientistic
knowledge in his commentary to “A Method for Creating Humans,” show the beginnings of the
“alternative response to modernity”52 that characterized Zhou’s career after he stepped away from
the May Fourth movement and began to seek out a different place for literary creation that was
not subordinated to the interest of the modern and, as Wang Hui has shown, thoroughly scientistic
nation-state.
Conclusion
Although the history of reading often leaves us with unanswerable questions about the
experiences of readers who consumed periodicals and books, if we are to believe Bao Tianxiao’s
comment that some or even many readers could see through a “ghost-writer’s” or “ghosttranslator’s” work with one glance, then this phenomenon of the articulated female voice working
side-by-side with historically “real” women requires further research and discussion beyond the
scope of this article. In the cases I have examined, the intermingling of the work of the translator
with the articulated feminine voice at this important juncture in the transformation of intellectual
labor provided male participants in publishing circles with ways to create forward-looking,
even utopian visions of modern intellectuals and their publics. In the case of Zhou Zuoren, this
combination of translation and the feminine voice provided him with his first opportunities to
publish and take part in cultural debates. These imaginings of the female translator and “her”
publics extended the vision of print (and especially fiction) as a tool of enlightenment. At the
same time, these works also performed useful acts of “distinction,” in Bourdieu’s sense, in laying
out the “gatekeeping” linguistic and institutional boundaries of the work of translation.
These texts, the personae behind them, and the publications in which they appeared also
created tensions that were implicated in subsequent critiques of late-Qing feminism such as the
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anarchist He Zhen 何震, who decried men’s control of movements for women’s liberation in the
first decade of the twentieth century and rejected the roles for women that were subjugated to the
well-being of the nation-state53 – in other words, precisely the same images of women set forth

in texts such as Free Marriage, and Duckweed Cloud’s commentary to “A Method for Creating
Humans,” and many other texts on women’s roles in society seen in magazines such as Women’s
World. The tensions within them remain important for understanding how the changing roles of
women were mediated in even more widely-circulated publications of the 1920s and 1930s such
as Funü zazhi 婦女雜誌 (The Ladies Journal). Ultimately, these questionable goods can tell us a
great deal more about the shifting roles of emergent and established intellectuals as they engaged
with the uneven global circulation of knowledge and its material forms that defined modernity in
twentieth-century East Asia.※
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